
School Year:

Principal:

School:

You will be selecting school goals connected to the 
Superintendent’s priorities in the following areas: 

• Literacy
• Math
• School Selected-Determined by Local School 

Instructions

Indicate which priority your goal is connected to and 
the actions, and evidence needed to meet the intended 
outcome. The reflection stage will be completed after 
measuring success with your intended outcome.



Goal #1: Literacy

Superintendent’s Priority:

Literacy Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)



Goal #1: Literacy

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #2: Math

Superintendent’s Priority:

Math Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)



Goal #2: Math

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #3: School Selected

Superintendent’s Priority:

School Selected Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)



Goal #3: School Selected

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)


	School Name: McCall Primary School
	Principal Full Name: Thomas Farrell
	School Year: 2023-2024
	Superintendents Priority_Goal1: [2. Simplify our foundation for teaching and learning in order to prepare for innovation.]
	Goal1_LiteracyInitiativeGoal: By the end of the 2023-2024 school year McCall kindergarten and first grade students will show 10% increase in the number of students scoring 80% or higher on the CORE Phonics Survey.
	Goal1_CriticalAction: -Beginning 08/01/2023 teachers will utilize University of Florida Literacy Institute (UFLI) lesson plans to provide explicit and systematic phonics instruction.

-Beginning 08/01/2023 teachers will provide small group instruction in reading utilizing decodable texts.

-Starting 10/13/2023 administration will schedule and provide substitutes quarterly to allow for collaboration time to focus on reading instruction using scientifically based methods. 

-Beginning 10/2023 will hire tutors to provide small group, scientifically based, reading instruction. 

-On 08/24/2023 McCall will host a Curriculum Night.  Teachers will share how to support reading instruction at home.

-On 03/07/2024 McCall will host a Literacy Night that exposes parents to fun ways to support their students in reading.



	Goal1_Evidence: Teachers will meet weekly in CCC's to monitor student progress.  In addition administration will collect quarterly data to monitor student progress.  Teachers will administer the Core Phonics Inventory, an assessment of sight words,  and an assessment of writing each quarter.  Evidence will be CCC minutes, quarterly data sheets, lesson plans, TKES observations, and parent sign in sheets.
	Goal1_Outcomes: This year we are intesnifying our focus on the best practices of the science of reading (SOR).  A major component of SOR instruction is phonics, particularly in the primary grades.  Administering the Core Phonics Inventory will allow us to monitor progress and measure success.
	Goal1_Reflection: This is a baseline year for us to administer the Core Phonics Inventory.  We set a goal of having a 10% increase of students scoring 80% or higher on the CORE Phonics Inventory.  If this goal is met we will know that we need to set it higher perhaps increasing the student score to 90% or we could increase the percentage of students that hit the 80% target.  If the goal is not met we will need to determine what students are in need of additional support.  We will have additional tutoring and intervention block a minimum of two times per week.
	Superintendents Priority_Goal2: [2. Simplify our foundation for teaching and learning in order to prepare for innovation.]
	Goal2_MathInitiativeGoal: By the end of 2023-2024 school year 75% of McCall kindergarten and first grade students students will be on or above grade level according to the Individual Knowledge Assessment of Number (IKAN) assessment.
	Goal2_CriticalAction: -Beginning 10/13/2023 teachers will administer and analyze the IKAN three times and make instructional changes based on student results. 
 
-Beginning 10/13-2023 administration will schedule and provide substitutes to allow for collaboration time quarterly to focus on developing a deeper understanding of the new math standards, fluency, and number sense. 

-Utilizing Title I funds math games and activities will be purchased for the parent resource room that can be checked out for use at home. 

-On 08/24/2023 McCall will host a Curriculum Night.  Teachers will share how to support math instruction at home.

- On 10/12/2023 McCall will host a STEM Night.  This will help parents to understand how math is used in conjunction with science, technology and engineering.  

-On 02/08/2023 McCall will host a Math Night in conjunction with a local supermarket.  This will expose parents to relevant ways to support their child's math development.
	Goal2_Evidence: We will monitor progress in multiple ways.  Teachers will meet weekly with their CCC. At the CCC meetings they will collabortively design math assessments, analyze assessment results, and determine appropriate interventions and extension.  The students will then be reassessed to determine if interventions were effective.  In additon we will administer the IKAN quarterly and the SMI at the beginning middle and end of the school year.  Evidence will include quarterly data sheets,  CCC minutes and parent sign in sheets, and TKES observation.  
	Goal2_Outcomes: This is a baseline year for us to administer the IKAN.  We set a goal of 75% of students being on grade level according to the IKAN.  
	Goal2_Reflection: If the goal is met we will likely increase the percentage of students on grade level.  If the goal is not met we will set a more realistic goal but also look at ways to support our below level students in math.  If small group intensive intervention in the classroom is not working we could use our interventionist to double dip students with additional math time during the instructional day.
	Superintendents Priority_Goal3: [1. Ensure that Cobb is the best place to teach, lead, and learn.]
	Goal3_SchoolSelectedInitiativeGoal: By the end of 2023-2024 school year we will show a 10% decrease in the number of out of kindergarten and first grade students recieving out of school suspensions when compared to the prior school year.

	Goal3_CriticalAction: 
-At the beginning of the 2023-2024 school year the McCall Staff will be trained on the Zones of Regulation.

-At the beginning of the 2023-2024 school year the McCall Staff will recieve additional training on Restorative Practices.

-Beginning 08/01/2023 teachers will lead daily class meetings to develop relationships and help student to solve problems.

-Beginning 08/01/2023 teachers will use the Zones of Regulation to help students to understand and manage their feelings.

	Goal3_Evidence: We will be able to mointor progress in a variety of ways.  We will have agendas of all trainings relate to Zones of Regulation and Restorative Practices.  We will have weekly suggested meetings.  Teachers schedules will reflect a classroom meeting time.  We will be able to observe artifacts for the Zones of Regulation in each classroom.  We will be able to observe class meetings.
	Goal3_Outcomes: We will pull discipline data quarterly.  At the end of the school year we will compare OSS numbers to see if we met our goal. 
	Goal3_Reflection: If the goal is met we will increase our goal and stay the course.  If we do not meet the goal we will meet with our building leadership team to determine if additional training or supports are necessary.  


